Combinatorial Optimization
Jan Karel Lenstra. Amsterdam I would like to starfby saying that I am pleased that this annual DGOR meeting is being held in the Netherlands and that I am honored that the program committee has invited me to give a plenary lecture.
There exist long-standing relations between the operations research communities in Germany and the Netherlands, and as far as DGOR is concerned, these relations have been especially close in the area of stochastic operations research. I am gratified that it has been decided to choose a topic in deterministic operations research for this presentation, and I have hopes that this signifies a broadening of the contacts between DGOR and the Dutch OR Society.
The subject of today is combinatorial optimization. In view of my affiliation with the CWI, you will not be surprised to hear that I will talk in particular about some tools from mathematics and computer science that are available to help us to solve problems in combinatorial optimization. I will thus concentrate more on techniques and less on problems.
Mr. Kuilman has spoken about flexible manufacturing, where the use Df techniques from operations research in general and combinatorial optimization in particular could be beneficial. Logistics in a broad sense, covering production planning and distribution management, is just one application area of combinatorial optimization. Others are timetabling, marketing, investment planning, health care, network design, and circuit layout. It is fair to say that combinatorial optimization as a research area would not exist without the demand for effective and efficient planning and design methods in a variety of practical situations.
Let me give you an example of optimization in practice. For me, it is a historical example.
HISTORY
The first time that I encountered the subject of today was in the mid 1950's, in a novel called Professor Sealingwax and his cuckoo. Professor Sealingwax was a remarkable operations researcher. Many of the actions he took were based on calculations he carried out in pencil on the back of a sheet of wallpaper.
Once upon a time he found himself on a ship, together with his wife Sweetie and their cuckoo, but without a crew, without coal, and without wind. They wanted to get to a country by the name of Foreveronia. This is how it goes.
He multiplied Foreveronia with Southwind. added Sealingwax, Sweetie. tel) stokers. three engineers and forty sailors, extracted the square root. divided by Nip Tune. and then by starboard and the Great Bear. subtracted steam and smoke and added lull. Then he multiplied the result by lifeboat. removed the first and the last digit. changed the middle digit nine into a four. and cried with pleasure: 'Sweetie. I've got it! One bucket of mustard. a pot of pepper. a bag of onions and a bag of garlic in the middle funnel of the ship. and that should do the trick.' 'Sealingwax: Sweetie said. ') have always trusted you. and) also trust you this time. ' There is little doubt that this is an algorithm, with components of a real-life situation as input and a decision as output. It is also clear that there is mathematics and computing involved. and the sheet of wallpaper suggests the infinite tape of a Turing machine, so he also used some sort of computer. We could call this operations research.
But Sealingwax calculates with real objects. There is no transformation of a practical problem situation into a mathematical problem type, which is called modelling, and there is no translation of a mathematical solution into a practical decision, which is called implementation. There is no gap between theory and practice. Abstraction and reality are the same. I will return to this relation later.
When I became seriously interested in combinatorial optimization in the 1960's, it went without saying that we needed mathematics and computers. One question continued to intrigue us in those days: how should we use our computers? More precisely, how do we implement our algorithms efficiently? It came as something of a surprise that a new discipline was emerging that addressed exactly this issue: the art of computer programming.
But we needed more. Some problems could be solved efficiently; other problems escaped us and no truly efficient method for their solution could be found. And the question was: how far can we go? That is, where are the limits to efficiency? It carne as an even bigger surprise, in the early 1970's, to find that the difference between easy and hard problems could be explained. This is what computational complexity theory is about.
COMPLEXITY
You all know what a graph is: a collection of nodes and a collection of edges, each of which links two nodes together. The graph in Figure I is connected, because you can get from each node to any other. The graph in Figure 2 is disconnected. The graph in Figure 3 is Hamiltonian, since it contains a cycle that visits each node exactly once. The graph in Figure 4 is not Hamiltonian; you might want to prove this.
Suppose you are attending a conference and you want to buy a present for the
